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H E A L T H  A N D  M E D I C I N E

High-throughput 3D screening for differentiation 
of hPSC-derived cell therapy candidates
Riya Muckom1, Xiaoping Bao1, Eric Tran1, Evelyn Chen1, Abirami Murugappan1,  
Jonathan S. Dordick2, Douglas S. Clark1*, David V. Schaffer1,3,4,5*

The emergence of several cell therapy candidates in the clinic is an encouraging sign for human diseases/disorders 
that currently have no effective treatment; however, scalable production of these cell therapies has become a 
bottleneck. To overcome this barrier, three-dimensional (3D) cell culture strategies have been considered for 
enhanced cell production. Here, we demonstrate a high-throughput 3D culture platform used to systematically 
screen 1200 culture conditions with varying doses, durations, dynamics, and combinations of signaling cues to 
derive oligodendrocyte progenitor cells and midbrain dopaminergic neurons from human pluripotent stem cells 
(hPSCs). Statistical models of the robust dataset reveal previously unidentified patterns about cell competence to 
Wnt, retinoic acid, and sonic hedgehog signals, and their interactions, which may offer insights into the combina-
torial roles these signals play in human central nervous system development. These insights can be harnessed to 
optimize production of hPSC-derived cell replacement therapies for a range of neurological indications.

INTRODUCTION
Stem cells—including adult and pluripotent subtypes—offer tremen-
dous clinical promise for the treatment of a variety of degenerative 
diseases, as these cells have the capacity to self-renew indefinitely, 
mature into functional cell types, and thereby serve as a source of 
cell replacement therapies (CRTs). Human pluripotent stem cells 
(hPSCs) are of increasing interest for the development of CRTs due 
to their capacity to differentiate into all cell types in an adult, for 
which adult tissue–specific stem cells may, in some cases, not exist 
or may be difficult to isolate or propagate (1). For example, one 
potential CRT enabled by hPSCs is the treatment of spinal cord 
injury (SCI) with oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs). These 
hPSC-OPCs have recently advanced to a phase 2 clinical trial for the 
treatment of SCI (2) and are being considered for additional myelin- 
associated disorders in the central nervous system (CNS), including 
adrenoleukodystrophy, multiple sclerosis (3, 4), and radiation therapy– 
induced injury (5). In parallel, hPSC-derived midbrain dopaminergic 
(mDA) neurons are under consideration for Parkinson’s disease 
therapy (6, 7).

The promise of hPSC-derived therapeutics such as hPSC-OPCs 
or mDA neurons motivates the development of manufacturing 
processes to accommodate the potential associated clinical need. 
For example, approximately 250,000 patients in the United States 
suffer from some form of SCI, with an estimated annual incidence 
of 15,000 new patients (8). Human clinical trials involving hPSC- 
OPCs have used dosages of 20 million cells per patient (9), such that 
the hypothetical demand would be over 1 trillion differentiated OPCs. 
It is therefore imperative to develop systems to enable discovery of 
efficient and scalable differentiation protocols for these therapies.

Differentiation protocols to direct hPSCs into functional OPCs 
(10, 11) have been developed to approximate the signaling environ-
ment at precise positions within the developing spinal cord. Positional 
identity of cells is guided patterning cues that form intersecting 
gradients along the dorsoventral axis, such as Sonic hedgehog (SHH), 
and rostrocaudal axis, such as retinoic acid (RA). In addition, 
certain cues are present along both axes, such as Wnts (12–15). 
These signaling environments vary over time as the embryo develops 
(16, 17). However, translating this complex developmental biology 
to an in vitro culture requires optimization of a large combinatorial 
parameter space of signaling factor identities, doses, durations, 
dynamics, and combinations over many weeks to achieve efficient 
yield of the target cell type, and there remains open questions about 
the impact of cross-talk between patterning cues on the expression 
of cellular markers present in OPCs such as transcription factors 
Olig2 and Nkx2.2 (18). Strategies to derive OPCs and other po-
tential CRTs from hPSCs have shown steady progress, especially 
with application of high-throughput screening technology (19–21); 
however, current production systems for hPSC-derived CRTs in-
volve two-dimensional (2D) culture formats that are challenging to 
scale (22–28).

More recently, 3D culture systems have demonstrated strong 
potential for a larger scale and higher yield (29) of hPSC expansion 
and differentiation than 2D counterparts, as well as compatibility 
with good manufacturing practice (GMP) standards (30–33). While 
high-throughput systems for screening 3D cell culture environments 
have been applied to basic biological studies of hPSC proliferation 
(34), we envision that this technology could additionally be applied 
toward systematically optimizing production strategies for CRTs to 
accelerate the pace of their discovery and development toward the 
clinic while simultaneously uncovering new interactions among 
signaling cues that affect cell fate. Here, we harness the powerful 
capabilities of a uniquely structured microculture platform (35, 36), 
to screen dosage, duration, dynamics, and combinations of several 
cellular signaling factors in 3D for hPSC differentiation (Fig. 1). The 
independent control of gel-encapsulated cells (on pillar chip) and 
media (in well chip) enables simultaneous media replenishment for 
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more than 500 independent microcultures in a single chip. Furthermore, 
we use custom hPSC reporter cell lines (37) to enable live imaging 
of proliferation and differentiation of OPCs for over 80 days on the 
microculture chip. One thousand two hundred combinatorial cul-
ture conditions, amounting to 4800 independent samples, were 
screened while consuming less than 0.2% of the reagent volumes of 
a corresponding 96-well plate format. Furthermore, the robust 
dataset enabled statistical modeling to identify relative differentia-
tion sensitivities to, and interactions between, various cell culture 
parameters in an unbiased manner. Last, we demonstrate the gener-
alizability of the platform by applying it toward a screen for differ-
entiation of tyrosine hydroxylase–expressing dopaminergic neurons 
from hPSCs.

RESULTS
Miniaturization and increased throughput of 3D hPSC 
culture for differentiation screening
Initially, we assessed whether hPSCs could be dispensed in the 
microculture platform system uniformly and with high viability. 
Quantification of total, live, and dead cell counts across the micro-
chip indicates uniform culture seeding and cell viability at the initi-
ation of an experiment (fig. S1).

We then used a custom-made Nkx2.2-Cre H9 reporter line, 
which constitutively expresses DsRed protein but switches to green 
fluorescent protein (GFP) expression upon exposure to Cre recom-
binase, to longitudinally monitor proliferation and differentiation 
of hPSCs to Nkx2.2+ oligodendrocyte progenitors in 3D on the 
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Fig. 1. Micropillar and microwell high-throughput culture system. (A) A micropillar chip with cells suspended in a 3D hydrogel is stamped to a complementary 
microwell chip containing isolated media conditions to generate 532 independent microenvironments. One hundred nanoliters of hPSCs suspended in a hydrogel is 
automatically dispensed onto the micropillars, and 800 nl of media is automatically dispensed into the microwells by a robotic liquid handling robot programmed to 
dispense in custom patterns. The independent substrate for cells and media enables screens of combinations of soluble cues at various dosages and timings. Scale bar, 
1 mm. (B) Timeline of exogenous signals for in vitro 3D OPC differentiation from hPSCs and anticipated cellular marker expression along various differentiation stages.
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microchip platform. A small range of culture conditions from pre-
viously published protocols of OPC differentiation were selected for 
an initial, pilot differentiation experiment, and the GFP expression 
was quantified after 21 days of differentiation. Cell morphology 
changes accompanying neural lineage commitment and maturation 
were clearly observed at later stages in the 3D differentiation (movie 
S1 and fig. S2) as cultures were maintained and monitored for up to 
80 days on the microchip. We then developed fluorescence image 
analysis pipelines for quantification of nuclear and cytoplasmic 
marker expression via immunocytochemistry for endpoint analyses 
at various times (fig. S3). Together, these results support the robust 
and long-term culture potential and cellular marker expression 
readout of this miniaturization methodology for hPSC differentia-
tion screening.

Olig2 expression is substantially modulated by tuning early 
3D culture parameters
hPSC seeding density
We first focused on parameters within the first week of 3D differen-
tiation into OPCs (Fig. 2A). The importance of autocrine, paracrine, 
and juxtacrine signaling mechanisms among cells in many systems led 
us to anticipate that the density of cells at the start of differentiation 
could affect the early neural induction efficiency and, consequently, 
the efficiency of OPC differentiation. We therefore demonstrated 
the ability of this microculture platform to test a range of initial 
hPSC seeding densities on day −2 (fig. S1) and assessed the effect of 
seeding density on Olig2 expression. We observed notable differ-
ences in levels of cell-to-cell adhesion in hPSC cultures by day 0, 
2 days after initial seeding (Fig. 2Bi). Then, after 15 days of differenti-
ation, we observed a trend that lower hPSC seeding density, between 
10 and 50 cells per pillar, increased OPC specification slightly (Fig. 2Bii).
Timing of SMAD inhibition relative to RA and Wnt signals
The formation of the neural tube in human development (12) results 
from cells in the epiblast being exposed to precisely timed develop-
mental signals such as Wnt (38) and RA that then instruct neural 
subtype specification (39). This led us to hypothesize that the overall 
differentiation efficiency of hPSCs to OPCs in this 3D context in vitro 
would be sensitive to the timing at which RA and Wnt signals were 
introduced during neural induction. Therefore, we induced neuro-
ectodermal differentiation of hPSCs via inhibition of bone morpho-
genetic protein (BMP) signaling using the dual SMAD inhibition 
approach (40), with LDN193189 (hereafter referred to as LDN) and 
SB431542 (hereafter referred to as SB), and tested a range of times 
(0, 2, and 4 days) at which RA and Wnt signals (by CHIR99021, 
hereafter referred to as CHIR) were introduced into the culture. We 
observed a strong correlation between early addition of RA/CHIR 
and OPC specification such that combined exposure of RA and CHIR 
signals with SMAD inhibition on day 0 resulted in up to sixfold 
higher Olig2 expression in some cases (fig. S4), potentially implicat-
ing an important role of synchronized exposure of RA and CHIR 
signals with SMAD inhibition for specifying Olig2+ progenitors. 
For subsequent experiments, we kept the timing of RA and CHIR 
addition at day 0 and evaluated how the dose and duration of these 
signals may affect Olig2+ specification.
Dose and duration of key signaling agonists
We examined the combinatorial and temporal effects of three sig-
naling cues that form gradients across intersecting developmental 
axes in the neural tube to influence specification of oligodendrocyte 
progenitors: RA (present along the rostrocaudal axis of the CNS 

development), SHH (41) (a morphogen that patterns the dorsoventral 
axis of the developing CNS and is activated by smoothened agonist, 
hereafter referred to as SAG), and Wnt (present along both the 
rostrocaudal and dorsoventral axes). Because OPC specification is 
likely sensitive to the relative concentrations of these cues, for 
example, given the importance of morphogen gradients in oligo-
dendrocyte differentiation in the developing neural tube (12), we 
assessed the Olig2 expression resulting from a full factorial combi-
natorial screen of these cues (fig. S5). Most notably, we observed 
positive correlations in Olig2 expression in response to increasing 
RA dose and increasing duration of CHIR exposure from days 0 to 
4 of differentiation (Fig. 2C). Without CHIR, an increase in RA 
from 10 to 1000 nM resulted in a 10-fold increase of Olig2 expres-
sion by day 21. A similar 10-fold increase in Olig2 expression was 
observed at an RA concentration of 100 nM if CHIR was present for 
the first 3 days of differentiation (Fig. 2C). Analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) analysis revealed a strong effect size for RA when added 
early in the differentiation, as well as an interaction between RA 
dose and longer CHIR duration, in specifying Olig2+ cells in this 3D 
context (fig. S5), consistent with previous work conducted in 2D 
in vitro formats (19, 42).

Strategic addition of signaling antagonists to modulate  
OPC specification
In other developmental systems, the activity of the Wnt signaling 
pathway was observed to be biphasic (43), whereby activation of the 
pathway initially enhances cardiac development but later represses 
it. As this complex signaling profile has been applied to enhance 
cardiomyocyte differentiation protocols in vitro (44), we analogously 
investigated whether adding antagonists of key signaling pathways 
after pathway activation could further enhance the OPC differenti-
ation efficiency by adjusting the dorsoventral and rostrocaudal 
positioning in vitro. Maintaining the 5 M CHIR for days 0 to 3 
from the previous experiment, we used IWP-2 (an inhibitor of the 
Wnt pathway), GANTT61 (an antagonist of SHH signaling), and DAPT 
(a Notch pathway antagonist) (Fig. 3A) to inhibit endogenous auto-
crine/paracrine and/or basal signaling. We used a full factorial analysis 
of these cues to additionally probe for combinatorial interactions 
among the pathway inhibitors.

To further refine the markers for OPC specification, we measured 
Nkx2.2 expression in addition to Olig2 and quantified the proportion 
of cells coexpressing both OPC markers. Most notably, a significant 
decrease in %Olig2 was observed in response to Notch inhibitor 
DAPT across all conditions tested (Fig. 3Bi). The same trend was 
not observed with respect to %Nkx2.2. This result could point to a 
role for Notch signaling in maintaining or promoting specification 
of Olig2+ progenitors—a hypothesis not previously examined to 
our knowledge—and serves as preliminary evidence to test Notch 
agonists such as DLL-4 in follow-up studies of OPC optimization. 
This effect may be mediated by an interaction with the SHH path-
way (45).

A slight increase in %Olig2+ cells was detected with increasing 
Wnt inhibitor IWP-2 dose when no SHH inhibitor GANTT61 was 
present, as was a slight increase in %Nkx2.2+ cells as a function of 
increasing IWP-2 and GANTT61 dose, pointing to a potential 
interaction between these two cues in inducing Nkx2.2 expression. 
The highest proportion of Olig2+Nkx2.2+ cells was observed at the 
highest IWP-2 and GANTT61 doses and was not influenced by 
DAPT exposure (Fig. 3Bii). As CHIR was present between days 0 
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and 3 in the differentiation, it seems that the role of Wnt signaling 
changes during the 21-day differentiation window of hPSCs to 
OPCs in that initially (days 0 to 3) it promotes OPC differentiation 
but shifts to an inhibitory role at later stages (days 4 to 21). To 
examine the extent of reproducibility of these findings, we tested 
the effect of temporal modulation of Wnt signals in a human in-
duced pluripotent stem cell (hiPSC) line, TCTF, and found that the 
general trend of activation followed by inactivation of Wnt signal-
ing would increase the proportion of Olig2+ cells at day 21 (fig. S6).

Temporal sensitivity of OPC specification revealed by 
varying the signal dose over time
Although the levels of key signaling cues may vary temporally within 
the natural developmental environment of certain target cell types, 
such as within the neural tube where a dynamic SHH gradient 
along the dorsoventral axis patterns pMN development (16, 17), the 
dosage of signaling cues in the media for in vitro stem cell differen-
tiation protocols is often applied at a constant level throughout 
the culture period. On the basis of this discrepancy, we applied the 
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micropillar/microwell chip to screen through numerous temporal 
profiles of SAG, as well as RA due to its analogous role along the 
rostrocaudal axis during spinal cord development, by dividing the 
signal window into “early” and “late” stages that were dosed inde-
pendently to form constant, increasing, and decreasing dose profiles 
over time (Fig. 4A). To gain additional insights into OPC marker 
expression, we measured Tuj1 expression and calculated the pro-
portion of Olig2+ cells that coexpressed Tuj1 to potentially identify 
any modulators of the balance between Olig2+ cells that proceed 
down a motor neuron fate (which are both Olig2+ and Tuj1+) versus 
an oligodendrocyte fate (Olig2+/Nkx2.2+).

To consider all measured phenotypes simultaneously, we applied 
a hierarchical cluster analysis from which we were able to identify 
several patterns. A broad range of endpoint phenotype proportions 
of Olig2, Nkx2.2, and Tuj1 was found to result from varying the 
temporal dosing of only two signaling cues, RA and SAG, pointing 
to a very fine sensitivity to temporal changes in signal exposure in 
these populations. Four categories of the endpoint marker expres-

sion profiles were created to further interpret the cluster analysis. 
Categories 1 and 2 are composed of phenotypes ranking low on 
OPC progenitor fate (low Olig2 and/or Nkx2.2 expression), all of 
which shared the low dosing of RA at 0.1 M between days 2 and 
21 of the differentiation, further emphasizing the strong impact 
of RA on OPC yield. In contrast, category 3—composed of the 
highest Olig2 and Nkx2.2 expression as well as Olig2+Nkx2.2+ 
proportion—correlated with the highest dose of “early SAG” but 
had negligible differences across doses of “late SAG” (Fig. 4Biii, and 
fig. S7). Last, category 4 points to a biphasic relationship of Nkx2.2 
expression as a function of RA dosage, where a high dose of RA of 
1 M in the late stage of differentiation resulted in lower Nkx2.2 
expression (fig. S8) compared with a consistent RA of 0.5 M 
throughout the entire differentiation. It appears that Olig2 and 
Nkx2.2 undergo maxima under different RA dosage profiles (fig. S8), 
and therefore, the use of coexpressing Olig2+Nkx2.2+ cells as the 
main metric when optimizing OPC differentiation may be most 
suitable.
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Holistic analysis and prioritization of key parameters 
to influence OPC specification
We sought a comprehensive, yet concise, analysis to describe indi-
vidual and combinatorial effects of all 12 culture parameters (e.g., 
signal agonist and antagonist dosages and timings) on the results of 
the more than 1000 unique differentiation conditions involved in 
this study. To this end, we fit generalized linear models to correlate 
the expression and coexpression of Olig2, Nxk2.2, and Tuj1 to individual 

input parameters within the 12 culture parameters involved in this 
study, and the 132 pairwise interactions between them. First, we 
identified significant parameters of interest for each phenotype mea-
sured using a factorial ANOVA (fig. S9). After applying a Benjamini 
and Hochberg false discovery rate correction for multiple comparisons 
(46), we fit an ordinary least squares model of the statistically 
significant terms to the phenotype of interest. The parameter 
coefficients were analyzed as a measure of relative influence on the 
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expression of a certain endpoint phenotype, such as Olig2+Nkx2.2+ 
cells, and could be interpreted as a sensitivity analysis of key parameters 
on the OPC specification process. The most significant parameters 
were then sorted by their effect magnitude (Fig. 5B).

RA, a rostrocaudal patterning cue, was among the most impactful 
parameters in this study for Olig2 and Nkx2.2 expression (Fig. 5Bi 
and ii). In particular, a high RA dose (1 M) early in the differentiation 
(days 0 and 1) emerged as the most influential culture parameter in 
the acquisition of OPC fate (coexpression of Olig2 and Nkx2.2) 
(Fig. 5Bi to iii). In addition, the dose of SAG from days 4 to 10 of 

differentiation exerted a markedly more significant impact on OPC 
fate induction than from days 10 to 21 of differentiation, in line with 
the previous analysis (Fig. 4). IWP-2 and GANT were observed to 
correlate positively with coexpression of Olig2 and Nkx2.2 as well. 
Furthermore, this analysis identified two cases of culture parameters 
interacting in a synergistic manner to promote OPC differentiation. 
First, higher doses of RA during days 0 to 2 followed by SAG during 
days 4 to 10 were found to promote higher Nkx2.2 expression. In 
addition, longer CHIR duration (from days 0 to 4) along with higher 
GANT dose promoted coexpression of Nkx2.2 and Olig2.
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We created a new differentiation protocol from the parameters 
isolated in this screen to have the most influence in specifying 
Olig2+Nkx2.2+ progenitors (Fig. 5Biii) and carried out the differen-
tiation into the later stages of OPC maturation in a larger-scale 
format to assess the ability of this optimized protocol to create mature 
oligodendrocytes. The protocol was able to produce platelet- derived 
growth factor receptor  (PDGFR)–expressing cells by day 60 across 
multiple hPSC lines, as well as O4-expressing cells by day 75 and 
myelin basic protein (MBP)– expressing cells and myelination ability 
at day 100 (fig. S10).

Microculture chip can be applied to multiple types of 3D 
hPSC differentiation screens
The OPC screening identified new conditions that affect cell differ-
entiation, and we then sought to demonstrate the generalizability of 
this approach by conducting a different study. Specifically, we 
screened 90 unique hPSC differentiation protocols for tyrosine 
hydroxylase+ mDA neurons (Fig. 6). Exposure of CHIR was divided 
into three periods (early, middle, and late), and dosage for each 
period was varied independently. This screening strategy uncovered 
a key window of CHIR competence between days 3 and 7 (early), a 
negligible effect of CHIR between days 8 and 11 (middle), and an 

inhibitory effect of CHIR between days 12 and 25 (late) of mDA 
differentiation. These data further illustrate the existence of biphasic 
signaling activity during the differentiation process and underscore 
the need to improve the temporal dosing of several signaling 
agonists across a range of hPSC-derived CRTs.

DISCUSSION
The clinical emergence of several cell-based therapy candidates (47) 
is encouraging for human diseases/disorders that currently have no 
effective small molecule– or biologic-based therapy. As research and 
development into CRT candidates continues to progress, cell pro-
duction has emerged as a bottleneck—as delivery vectors recently 
have in gene therapy—and improved tools will be necessary to 
enable higher quality and yield in cell manufacturing. Although 
previous studies have reported ~90% hPSC differentiation efficiency 
into Olig2+ progenitors using 2D culture formats (19), the 2D 
culture format constrains the space in which cells can expand to the 
surface area of the culture plate that limits the overall cell yield that 
can be produced. The adoption of scalable 3D culture formats, 
which have demonstrated the ability to produce up to fivefold higher 
quantities of cells per culture volume, shows promise in surpassing 
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limits of 2D cell expansion (29–33) and could result in a higher 
overall production quantity of target cells even if differentiation 
efficiencies were lower than what has been reported in 2D. Therefore, 
the 3D screening and analysis strategy presented here is relevant for 
numerous emerging CRT candidates for which conversion of a stem 
or progenitor cell, such as a hPSCs (48), to a therapeutically relevant 
cell type requires searching through a large in vitro design space of 
doses, durations, dynamics, and combinations of signaling cues over 
several weeks of culture.

Notably, to emulate a ubiquitous and naturally occurring phe-
nomenon in organismal development (16, 49), we dynamically 
varied key signaling cues in our screening strategy, tuning dosage 
over time. These analyses revealed new biological insights into the 
dynamic process by which cell competence to signals and fate are 
progressively specified (50). For example, by applying this platform 
to screen through several dynamic signaling levels simultaneously, 
we observed that the differentiation toward Nkx2.2+ progenitors is 
very sensitive to the dose of RA between days 0 and 1 and the dose 
of SAG between days 4 and 10. After these respective time windows, 
the effect of each respective signal in producing Nkx2.2+ progenitors 
is decreased, potentially pointing to a decrease in cellular competence 
to each of these signals over the course of OPC development. These 
cases of stage-specific responses to signaling cues, revealed by our 
screening platform, create a new dimension for future optimization 
of cell production.

To effectively navigate this enormous parameter space across 
doses, durations, dynamics, and combinations of signaling cues and 
resulting differentiation outcomes, we developed a robust sensitivity 
analysis strategy that can rank effect sizes to reveal which parameters 
should be the focus of optimization to modulate expression of 
target markers of interest (49) and, by contrast, which parameters 
exert minimal impact and can thus be neglected. For example, titration 
of RA dose will exert a significantly higher impact on differentiation 
efficiency than several other culture parameters combined. Further-
more, insights from this study could reduce the necessary quantity 
of SHH agonist by more than 50% to achieve similar levels of OPC 
differentiation. As these cell production processes translate from 
bench scale to industrial scale, awareness of key parameters that in-
fluence critical quality attributes (18) of the cell therapy product 
(such as expression of specific cellular markers) will be a necessary 
step in reliably producing these therapeutic cell types at scale for the 
clinic (51).

The wealth of combinatorial and temporal signaling patterns 
identified in this study can be analyzed in the context of CNS devel-
opment as well. We observed a potential case of biphasic activity 
for the Wnt signaling pathway as both activation and inhibition 
appeared to increase expression of OPC markers Nkx2.2 and Olig2. 
In particular, this effect was seen with initial Wnt activation by 
CHIR during days 0 to 3 of OPC differentiation followed by inhibition 
by IWP-2 during days 4 to 21 of OPC differentiation. The Wnt 
pathway has shown stage-specific activity in cardiac and hemato-
poietic development (43, 44), which may thus be a conserved 
feature across several developmental systems. Wnt signals play 
an important role in the gastrulation of the embryo to form the 
primitive streak (38), yet in the subsequent stages of spinal cord 
development, Wnt signals induce a dorsalizing effect (52), whereas 
oligodendrocytes originate from the motor neuron domain on the 
ventral side. Therefore, suppressing endogenous Wnt signals in vitro 
after initial activation of Wnt may better recapitulate the natural 

developmental signaling environment of developing oligodendrocytes. 
Alternatively, as Wnt signals also play a role in rostrocaudal pattern-
ing of the CNS, these insights may further point toward a rostrocaudal 
region of the CNS during this developmental window that is 
optimal to recapitulate in vitro for OPC production. The oligoden-
drocytes created through this protocol, which expressed OTX2 at 
day 10 (fig. S2C), may resemble OPCs in the midbrain/hindbrain 
region. It is conceivable that exposure to the Wnt antagonist, 
IWP-2, induced a position rostral to the spinal cord during the 
differentiation window. This biphasic Wnt trend was seen again in 
our analysis of differentiation of mDA neurons, underscoring that 
stage-specific responses may be a conserved feature across several 
differentiation processes aiming to recapitulate a precise cellular 
position across several axes of patterning signals during natural 
development.

Furthermore, the statistical model identified an interaction 
between RA and SAG (an SHH agonist) in the early differentiation 
windows for specifying Nkx2.2+ progenitors (Fig. 5B), which has 
not been previously reported to our knowledge. In the developing 
CNS, RA signaling influences rostrocaudal positional identity, whereas 
SHH signaling specifies dorsoventral positional identity. Therefore, 
this statistical interaction found in the screen may represent intra-
cellular cross-talk between the RA and SHH signaling pathways 
to integrate both patterning dimensions into Nkx2.2+ progenitor 
identity. This finding builds on what is known about RA and SHH 
signals for Olig2+ progenitor development in the spinal cord (53, 54).

Additionally, the 3D context of this screening platform enables high- 
throughput investigation into neurodevelopmental model systems 
that can offer unique perspectives beyond what is capable in 2D 
screening platforms, for example, by recapitulating cell-to-cell in-
teractions, cytoskeletal arrangement, and multicellular pattern-
ing in 3D. The lumen structures that were observed during the 
neural induction period (fig. S2B and movie S1) in response to 
caudalizing conditions (high Wnt and RA) could be the basis of 
future organoid screening strategies to probe early multicellular 
arrangement and the effect of lumen size and shape on cell fate 
determination at various positions along the rostrocaudal and dor-
soventral axes.

In conclusion, we demonstrate the versatile capabilities of a unique 
microculture platform for 3D differentiation screening and optimization 
of hPSC-derived cell therapies, whereby 1200 unique OPC differenti-
ation timelines, and a total of over 4800 independent samples, 
were investigated using 0.2% of the reagent volumes required in a 
standard 96-well plate format. The dense dataset enabled subsequent 
statistical modeling for empirical optimization of the differentiation 
process and identified differential sensitivities to various culture 
parameters across time. These insights are important in developing 
strong process knowledge for manufacturing stem cell therapeutics 
as they continue to emerge in the clinic, and therefore, such screen-
ing strategies may accelerate the pace of discovery and develop-
ment. Simultaneously, this combinatorial 3D hPSC differentiation 
screens may provide new insights on the basic biology of human 
development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
hPSC culture
Human embryonic stem cells (H9s: National Institutes of Health 
Stem Cell Registry no. 0062) and hiPSCs (TCTFs: 8FLVY6C2, a gift 
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from S. Li) were subcultured in monolayer format on a layer of 1% 
Matrigel and maintained in Essential 8 medium during expansion. 
At 80% confluency, H9s were passaged using Versene solution and 
replated at a 1:8 split.

3D pluripotent stem cell microculture on micropillar/microwell  
chip system
H9s were dissociated into single cells using Accutase solution and 
resuspended in Essential 8 medium containing 10 M Y-27632 
(ROCK Inhibitor). H9s were counted and resuspended at defined 
densities in 50% Matrigel solution on ice. While chilled, 100 nl of 
H9s in 50% Matrigel solution was deposited onto the micropillars at 
a density of 100 cells per pillar, unless otherwise noted, using a cus-
tom robotic liquid handling program and then incubated at 37°C 
for 20 min to promote gelation of 3D cultures. The micropillar chip 
was then inverted and placed into a fresh microwell chip containing 
cell culture media (table S1). All liquid dispensing into the micro-
culture platform was performed with a DIGILAB OmniGrid Micro 
liquid handler with customized programs for deposition patterns. 
Between days −2 and 0, cells were kept in E8 media supplemented 
with 10 M ROCK Inhibitor. Between days 0 and 10, cells were kept 
in differentiation media made of a base of 50% Dulbecco’s Modified 
Eagle’s Medium–F12, 50% Neurobasal, 0.5% penicillin/streptomycin 
(pen/strep), 1:100 GlutaMAX supplement, 1:50 B27 supplement, 
and 1:50 N2 supplement. Between days 10 and 21, cells were kept in 
differentiation media made of a base of 100% Neurobasal, 0.5% pen/
strep, 1:100 GlutaMAX supplement, 1:50 B27 supplement, and 1:50 N2 
supplement. After day 21, OPCs were transitioned to maturation 
media consisting of 100% Neurobasal, 0.5% pen/strep, 1:100 Gluta-
MAX supplement, 1:50 B27 supplement, 1:50 N2 supplement, 
insulin- like growth factor 1 (10 ng/ml), platelet-derived growth 
factor (PDGF)–AA (10 ng/ml), NT-3 (10 ng/ml), and insulin 
(25 g/ml). Media were changed daily by transferring the micro-
pillar chip into a microwell chip containing fresh media every 
other day using a custom-made mechanical “Chip Swapper” for 
consistent transfer. Technical replicates included two different 
dispensing patterns to average out positional effects across the 
microchip.

On-chip viability assay
At the endpoint of the experiment, the micropillar chip was carefully 
removed from the microwell chip and placed in new microwell 
chip containing calcein AM, ethidium homodimer, and Hoechst 
diluted in sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (dilution details 
in table S1). The micropillar chip was incubated for 20 min and 
then transferred to a new microwell chip containing PBS, and 
individual microenvironments were imaged using fluorescence 
microscopy.

On-chip immunofluorescence assays
At the endpoint of the experiment, the micropillar chip was carefully 
removed from the wellchip and placed into a bath of 4% para-
formaldehyde for 15 min to fix cell cultures. Then, the micropillar 
chip was washed twice in PBS for 5 min each and placed into a bath 
of 0.25% Triton X-100 + 5% donkey serum in PBS for 10 min to 
permeabilize cells. After permeabilization, the micropillar chip was 
washed five times in 5% donkey serum for 5 min each, transferred 
to a wellchip containing primary antibodies of interest diluted in 
PBS + donkey serum (dilution details in table S1), and stored 

overnight at 4°C. After primary staining, the micropillar chip was 
washed twice in PBS for 5 min each, placed into a microwell 
chip containing the corresponding secondary antibodies (dilution 
details in table S1), and incubated at 37°C for 2 hours. After 
secondary staining, the micropillar chip was washed twice in PBS 
for 5 min each and placed into a wellchip containing PBS; individ-
ual microenvironments were imaged using fluorescence confocal 
microscopy.

High-throughput fluorescence microscopy
Stained micropillar chips were sealed with a polypropylene film 
(GeneMate T-2452-1) and imaged with a 20× objective using a 
Perkin Elmer Opera Phenix automated confocal fluorescence micro-
scope available in the High-Throughput Screening Facility at Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley. Laser exposure time and power were 
kept constant for a fluorescence channel within an imaging set. Im-
ages were scored for marker expression depending on nuclear or 
cytoplasmic localization (fig. S3).

Two-photon microscopy
Fixed cultures on micropillars at day 15 were stained with 4′,6-di-
amidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and imaged using an upright 
Olympus BX51WI microscope (Olympus Corporation) equipped 
with swept field confocal technology (Bruker) and a Ti:sapphire 
two-photon Chameleon Ultra II laser (Coherent) was used. The 
two-photon laser was set to 405 nm, and images were captured 
using an electron multiplying charge-coupled device camera 
(Photometrics). Prairie View Software (v. 5.3 U3, Bruker) was 
used to acquire images, and ImageJ software was used to create a 
video of the z-series.

Statistical methods
Quantified image data were then imported into Python for statistical 
data analysis (55) and visualization. For comparisons between datasets 
acquired across different experimental sessions, raw data were scaled 
and centered by z score, and descriptive statistics were calculated 
from four technical replicates. Error bars represent 95% confidence 
intervals, unless otherwise specified. For the hierarchical cluster 
model, the Euclidean distance was used to measure pairwise distance 
between each observation, and the unweighted pair group method 
with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) algorithm was used to calculate 
the linkage pattern. A Benjamini and Hochberg false discovery rate 
correction was applied as needed to correct for multiple comparisons. 
Code is available upon request.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/6/32/eaaz1457/DC1

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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